GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW

08/30/2015

HIGHLIGHTS

SOUNDS AND WAR MEMORIES FOR PEACE
ECHOES BY PAOLO RUMIZ AT JONTA

In the occasion of the show “Concerto e memorie sul fronte” shuttle bus from
the car park Sauch to the fallen memorial is free of charge.

Sounds and tales about the tragic history towards the peaks and the sky
above Jonta in Val San Nicolò today at 8.30 p.m. The brass bands of the
valley Pozza, Vigo, Alta Fassa and Moena perform together
accompanying the speech by Paolo Rumiz, journalist and author, to
remember facts and people of the First World War. The “Concert and
memories on the frontline” represents a message of peace and a
homage to the soldiers who fought during the Great War which so
heavily touched the valley and its people. The concert location is easily
reachable from the Sauch car park by shuttle bus to the war memorial
where at 7 p.m. the show kicks off and reaches the clou at 8.30 p.m. with
the brass bands and Paolo Rumiz on stage.

Today in the valley
RUNNING TO RIFUGIO CONTRIN

Itineraries
FROM CANAZEI TO VAL DURON

RIFUGIO CONTRIN - ALBA DI CANAZEI WHOLE DAY

This "Amazing hike" starts from the centre of Canazei: follow Via
Roma street to the area called Ciuch and here go up along Strèda
F. Dantone street, leading to Strèda Dolomites street. Follow the
pavement towards Campitello, till Hotel Caminetto: here cross the
street, reach the hotel and take the path ascending slightly to
"Bosch da Ronch" wood. The trail keeps ascending till it comes to
the hairpin bends that lead to Pian, over Campitello. Follow the
street crossing this picturesque hamlet and take the path
beginning from Strèda de Fossèl street. Walk until Baita Fraine, in
Val Duron. From here, you can reach Rifugio Micheluzzi. To go
back, you can either walk along the same route or descend the
forest road leading to Campitello and on the nice walk along the
Avisio river, come back to Canazei (3 hrs.).

The 39° “Trofeo Contrin” is a free mountain running race with a 6 km
long path. Start at 9 a.m. in front of the Ciampac cable car and arrival
to the Refuge.

FUNNY TALES
BUFFAURE – POZZA 2.30 P.M.

Theatre, animation and magic: a special event for families and
children to enjoy a special afternoon in the nature.

FALLEN MEMORIAL IN VAL MINERA
VAL MINERA - MOENA 10 A.M.

By the obelisk, nell’ex cimitero militare di Val Minera, take place
memorial cerimony to the fallen of the First World War with the
Nigritella choir.

The complete schedule of events is available in the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
AUGUST 31 8.30 A.M. - MOENA

THE FAIRY WOOD

GUIDED EXCURSION FOR FAMILIES TO DISCOVER THE MAGIC WORLD
IN THE WOOD. ENROLMENTS: SPORT CHECK POINT (PAID ACTIVITY).
AUGUST 31 9 A.M. - CANAZEI

MTB: LET’S TAKE THE CHALLENGE?
EASY GUIDED MTB EXCURSION WITH AN EXPERT INSTRUCTOS.
ENROLMENTS: SPORT CHECK POINT (PAID ACTIVITY).
AUGUST 31 5 P.M. - VIGO

Did you know that...
In the 17th century, the charm of the Dolomites captivated not
only scientists and mountaineers, but also several artists. For
example Edward Theodore Copton (Stoke-Newington, London
1849 - Feldafing 1921) that climbed around 300 hundred ascents
on the Dolomites and depicted hundreds of paintings. His portraits
became the most important representations dedicated to alpinist
findings at that time. His paintings are both realistic (carefully
plenty of mountains’ details) and romantic, thanks to the
impressionistic brush stokes giving that sense of poetic
atmosphere.

DOLOMITES GEOLOGY
WORKSHOP FOR ADULTS ABOUT GEOLOGY OF VAL DI FASSA.

Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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